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Michelle:Here is an old e-mail from Manuel regarding the DRE reports from November 1962 through April 

1964. As I mentioned, the ones in which Morley is most interested are August 1963 and November 

1963.Thanks.TomTo: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB @ ARRB, Mary McAuliffe/ARRB @ ARRBcc: Tom Samoluk/ARRB @ 

ARRB From: Manuel Legaspi/ARRB Date: 07/30/96 08:27:46 AMSubject: Jeff Morley/CIA docsI reviewed the 

relevant boxes of microfilm printouts at the Agency yesterday in order to assess Morley's claim that the JFK 

collection does not contain the monthly operational reports for DRE for the time frame of November 1962 

through April 1964. Here is my report:All of the documents in the DRE folders of the microfilm, save one small 

"non-relevant" portion, have been released by the CIA (most in redacted form). After examining the contents 

of every DRE folder (including the "non-relevant" portion), I was able to locate the monthly operational report 

for November 1962. None of the other reports Morley has asked about are in the folders.Given the confusing 

way in which this collection was organized, there exists a multitude of possibilities in regards to these 

documents: it could be that these monthly op reports exist in some other location in the collection; perhaps 

the HSCA never asked for them, and never viewed them (which would explain why I could not find them in the 

DRE microfilm folders); maybe the CIA has them in their possession, and has not released them; maybe they 

do not exist. Whatever the case is, the documents in question are not in the relevant folders and releasing 

them to the public would not be addressed by our "normal" review of the collection. My recommendation is 

that we make an informal request for the HRG staff to assist us in locating these documents when we hit the 

DRE folders as part of our review of the JFK collection.
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